
being Tully Turtle...
Communication.

        Tully Turtle is very independent. She is also very                    
  quiet and can be withdrawn but as long as she feels       

 comfortable, Tully is able to communicate well. It is always
useful to communicate with Tully in a quiet and private

environment.  Tully will struggle to communicate effectively
with anyone that she doesn't have an existing relationship

with and will not communicate in crowded, loud or
new settings. When you communicate with Tully 

and children like her, she will very carefully listen and
understand. She will expect the same when she

     communicates with you.  If she is not listened to, it 
                 is unlikely that Tully will try to 

                               communicate with you again. 

Reward.

Criticism.
Support.

Play.

Tully Turtle and children like her will find it very difficult                    
to receive criticism. It is likely that criticism will have a               

 profound effect on children like Tully so it is important that                
 you consider the way in which you criticise them and the after       

care you provide following that. Children like Tully are  unlikely
to explain how criticism effects them but will instead 

     withdraw and feel they are a burden. It is important for you
to support them with these emotions and help them
understand how and when they can communicate 

with you and ensure they have the opportunity
to do this whilst feeling safe and protect 

in their own, secure  environment.

Tully Turtle and children like her need to feel safe
before they can feel supported. For children like Tully,

safety is privacy, familiarity and a quiet environment. Tully     
       doesn't respond well to lots of stimulation or noise. She 

doesn't like any environment that she isn't familiar with.  
       Supporting Tully and children like her really involve helping 

                 them feel safe enough to share their concerns; to ensure 
                they feel confident enough to use their voice and respected      

    enough to be able to process their emotions in a way 
    that feel comfortable for them. Children like Tully will

                  open up to you very slowly but it is very important that 
                        you still let them lead the way and set the pace. It can         

                         be useful to help Tully's friends know how
                               to support her  too.

When playing new games for the first time,        
it is likely that Tully will be very withdrawn and may       

 prefer to observe others playing rather than be involved
with play herself. Children like Tully, will need time to

familiarise themselves with new games, rules,    
 environments or activities and it's important that

        you give them time and space to do this. As Tully 
      becomes more confident, she will begin to interact 
         in a play in a way that makes her feel comfortable 

          and allows her to enjoy herself and interaction
with others.

Tully Turtle and children like her will not      
enjoy public recognition or reward. She would prefer
to receive any reward or recognition in private and 

would find even a one to one interaction of this nature      
    uncomfortable. Tully Turtle and children like her will     

       hugely appreciative of any recognition or reward
       that is delivered privately and although their

response may be limited in it's nature, 
      this should not discourage you from rewarding

and recognising Tully and children like 
                     her wherever possible.

Tully Turtle is incredible independent. She is self sufficient and takes a long time
to build relationships. She is very shy so tends to avoid social situations and

often withdraws when she is in new settings or environments. Tully is incredibly
sensitive to change and will take a long time to feel comfortable, settled and

secure when changes occur in her environment. 


